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Abstract: The paper proposes the results of a research project developed by the authors in collaboration with a production system working in the field of manufacturing wood products. The first step of the project was an accurate analysis of the system and the design of new production documents in order to collect data about the system itself. The collected data have been used to propose an initial solution of plant lay-out. The second step of the project was the construction of a simulation model. The model has been used to find an optimal plant- layout configuration by means of genetic algorithms with the goal of material handling cost and shop order flow time minimization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the priority tasks of successful manufacturers is to design an efficient plant lay-out for guarantying low material handling costs, material flow improving, production bottlenecks reduction [5, 7].

Due to the high complexity of plant lay-out analyses and optimizations, considering the high stochastic nature of the main variables (e.g. the process and set-up times, market demand, queuing, downtimes, and so on) as well as the company requirements to have feasible solutions, it becomes easy to understand the inadequacy of traditional methodologies and approaches.

Among the computerized approaches to plant lay-out study the most important are ALDEP, CORELAP, RMA, CRAFT [21-35]. In addition, nowadays, further approaches using CAD software have been proposed [37-43].

It’s important to most of the traditional methodologies for plant lay-out study allow analyzing and evaluating some possible plant lay-out configurations by means of qualitative tools such as networks made up by nodes and arrows respectively representing departments and materials flows. Very often the approach is based on average transported quantities for defining materials flow and Euclidean distances for determining machines positions, without taking into consideration the previously mentioned system characteristics. These factors have a direct and strong impact on the materials flow and they must be considered in order to have an efficient material handling system and an efficient plant lay-out.

In this context the simulation plays a critical role as problem solving tool, that, can be used to test several and different scenarios and perform what-if analysis, taking into account the complexity of the systems under study and providing an accurate representation of the real world system [5].

The paper focalizes on the key points of a project developed in collaboration with a production system working in the sector of wood frames manufacturing. The company manufactures different products families, e.g. doors, windows, shutters and the market demand prevalently comes from building industries.

Currently factory buildings, used for production activities, take up about 1200 squares meters. Plant lay-out organization is characterized by an irregular disposition of production machines. This situation causes material flow complications, excessive material handling, high work in process and inefficient manpower utilization as well.

Actually these problems are considerably amplified by the lack of space; in fact, the factory building is completely inadequate for materials flows.

To give an answer to plant lay-out problems the top management has foreseen an enlargement of factory buildings, the material flow analysis and the plant lay-out optimization, in collaboration with Industrial Engineering Section of Mechanical
Department of University of Calabria. The fundamental steps of the research project can be summarized as follows:

- system preliminary analysis;
- implementation of new production documents;
- data collection;
- material flow analysis and initial plant lay-out solution;
- implementation of the production system simulation model;
- plant lay-out analysis and optimization by means of genetic algorithms;
- material handling costs analysis;
- flow time and work in process analysis.

2. PRODUCTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS

In accordance with the production planning experts it was decided to design two documents, respectively called “production sheet” and “working sheet” aiming to collect data for the plant lay-out study and optimization and to guarantee a simple way for collecting information about the system for performance system monitoring and improving [1].

The production sheet (see fig. 1) has been realized for collecting data relatively to each phase of manufacturing process. In particular data regarding manufactured item name, machine name, date and time of start work, date and time of end work, number of manufactured items, identifying code of raw materials, identifying code of raw materials suppliers, rejected pieces, worker’s sign, responsible sign and annotations.

The working sheet (see fig. 2) summarizes all the information collected by means of production sheets. For each manufacturing step it gives the possibility to compare foreseen and effective quantities, foreseen production time and effective production time and keep under control work in process. This tool assures continuous system monitoring and collected data have further been used for the initial plant lay-out design.

Fig. 1 – Production Sheet

Fig. 2 – Working Sheet

In Order to reach the first objective of the work – the design of an initial plant lay-out – it was necessary to analyze the materials flow generated by the different products families.

First of all it has been proposed a new subdivision of machines in departments, identifying 8 different departments:

- Cut and Shaving Department (1)
- Numerical Control Machines Department (2)
- Press and Manual Work Department (3)
- Calibration Department (4)
- Assembly 1 Department (5)
- Painting Department (6)
- Drying Department (7)
- Assembly 2 Department (8)

Each products family has been studied (in terms of material flow analysis) by means of flow charts, (the fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the products family 8B2BN).

The first column of the flow chart reports the departments, the second row reports the product main components. For instance, the component A3 passes through the departments following the order: (1)-(3)-(2)-(4)-(2)-(5)-(6). Components A1, A2, A3 will be assembled to form the sub-assembly A. The sub-assemblies A, B, C, will form the product 8B2BN.

The meaning of the term PC is pieces for each finished product unity and AMQ is the monthly average quantity handled in the plant.

The initial plant lay-out solution has been designed using the traditional traffic intensity methodology, keeping into account the type of material handling systems (hand operated dollies, which capacity strictly depends on the type and number of transported components).

Fig. 4 shows the initial plant lay-out in output by the intensity traffic methodology and implemented
in the simulation model, (for what concern the simulation model refer to next paragraphs).

As previously said the traffic intensity methodology allows analyzing and evaluating some possible plant lay-out configurations by means of qualitative tools such as networks made up by nodes and arrows respectively representing departments and materials flow.

Once again it’s important to stress that such a type of approach is based on average transported quantities without taking into consideration market demand trend and variability, stochastic process and set-up times, queuing, downtimes and so on. These factors have a direct impact on the materials flow and they must be taken into account in order to have an efficient disposition of machines and materials.

3. THE SIMULATION MODEL

To improve the initial plant lay-out, evaluated using the traditional traffic intensity methodology, the authors have been developed a simulation model of the production system, using discrete event simulation software. The fundamental idea is to use the simulation model for testing different scenarios regarding plant lay-out solutions.

The data implemented in the model regard:
- market demand trend and variability;
- production and set-up times (collected using the production sheets);
- products flow charts;
- type and dimensions of machines;
- space required for human movements around machines;
- space required for material handling systems movements around each machine;
- space required for machinery maintenance.

An example of data collection is given in table 1 for the planer 1 machine (see also fig. 4).

The approach proposed by the authors improves the initial plant lay-out focusing on the use of genetic algorithms (GAs).

The GAs are implemented in the simulation software as generic objects that can be used in optimization problems. For what concern plant lay-out analysis the simulation software offers, as
The object considers the Euclidean distance between machines as well as doesn’t take into account constrains due to the factory building.

A new based-GAs object has been designed and implemented using the simulation language provided by the software (simple++) writing different sub-routines that consider all the characteristics previously mentioned [3]. The object designed is completely scalable and can be consequently re-used for similar applications.

### 4. VERIFICATION VALIDATION & ACCREDITATION

As reported in the *DoD VV&A Recommended Practice Guide* [8] the Validation, Verification & Accreditation of a simulation model can be defined as follows:

*“Verification is the process of determining that a model implementation accurately represents the developers’ conceptual description and specifications”* [8].

*“Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model”,* [8].

*“Accreditation is the official certification that a simulation model is acceptable for use for a specific purpose. It is a decision that a specific simulation model can be used for specific application”,* [8].

Obviously some preliminary analysis was made for Validation, Verification and Accreditation (VV&A) of the simulation model [5]. Simulation carried out in this first phase aims to evaluate the optimal length of the simulation runs and validate the model by checking obtained results [1].

It’s extremely clear that the production system analyzed is a non-terminating system, in other words the duration of a simulation run is not a-priori fixed. The first objective in this type of simulation model is to evaluate the optimal length of a simulation run. To reach this purpose the *Mean Square pure Error Analysis* (MSpE) has been used. Considering that the attention is focalized on materials flow and plant lay-out optimization, the mean shop order flow time was chosen as performance index in order to establish, by means of MSpE, the optimal simulation run length. The shop order reports all the information and characteristics of the items to be manufactured as, for instance, number of items, bill of materials, operations plan, quality controls and so on. The shop order flow time is defined as the difference between the shop order exit time from the system (all the items have been manufactured) and the shop order entrance time (all the raw materials are ready to be worked).

Figure 5 shows that the flow time Mean Square pure Error reduction becomes negligible after 140 days. As recommended by the theory of the Mean Square pure Error analysis, the optimal simulation run length has been chosen equal to 140 days.
The simulator verification has been made debugging all the simple ++ code (routines and sub-routines) line by line and discussing the implemented logics with the company’s experts.

Choosing for each simulation run the length evaluated by means of MSPE analysis and selecting the shop orders scheduling rule used in the real system the validation phase has been started using the Face Validation method. The figure 6 shows the comparison between the real normalized flow time and five simulated normalized flow times. The plot has been shown to the company’s experts asking to recognize the real curve and the simulated curves. The experts weren’t unable to make such difference obviously testifying the validation of the simulation model.

For what concern the accreditation of the simulation model the attention has been focalized on the entire production of the year 2004. After several simulation runs, the results in output from the model, in terms of simulation time to complete the production have been compared with the real data. In particular, it is important to highlight that the difference between actual and simulated time does not exceed 6%. We concluded that the simulation model is acceptable for material flow analysis and plant lay-out optimization.

5. PLANT LAY-OUT OPTIMIZATION

The genetic algorithms have been used to find new and different solutions starting from the initial plant lay-out configuration evaluated by means of traffic intensity methodology and in accordance with production system’s experts.

The GAs generate new possible lay-out solutions, each solution is characterized by a value called fitness. The fitness measures the goodness of the solution using the simulation model. In the proposed case, the solution fitness is the material handling cost and the GA goal is fitness minimization in order to find plant lay-out configurations characterized by minimum material handling cost. (The material handling cost obviously depends by materials flow and distances between machines).

The initial solution is shown in fig. 4 and fig. 7 reports one of the optimal solution found by means of GAs.

The validity of the solution proposed by GAs has been tested with several simulation runs under different conditions in terms of demand market trend and variability, comparing the behavior with the initial solution. The results, presented in the remaining paragraphs, regard the material handling cost and shop orders flow time taking into account the following situations:

- high market demand (with high variability);
- high market demand (with low variability);
- low market demand (with high variability);
- low market demand (with low variability).

6. MATERIAL HANDLING COST ANALYSIS

The graph in fig. 8 reports the material handling cost (conveniently parameterized) in correspondence of 100 different simulation runs in the case of high...
market demand and high variability. It’s important to highlight the difference in terms of material handling cost between the initial plant lay-out configuration and the optimal plant lay-out configuration, with an average reduction of 6.70%.

Better results have been obtained in case of High Demand and Low Variability. Obviously the market demand low variability has a positive impact on the material handling cost (materials flow simplification, better utilization of material handling equipment). The average gain obtained in this case is about 9%, see fig. 9.

Low Demand and High Variability results are shown in the graph in fig. 10. In this case the material handling cost is lower than the previous cases, due to low market demand (reduction of materials flow). The average material handling cost reduction is about 5 %.

The last case (Low Demand, Low Variability) confirms the potentials of the proposed plant lay-out solution, see fig. 11. The gain is about 8% (positive effect of the low variability on materials flow).

7. FLOW TIME ANALYSIS

Materials flow is a major determinant of layout design [6]. The total flow time of the i-th shop order ($F.T._i$) can be subdivided in three main components as reported in equation 1.

$$F.T._i = T.T._i + Q.T._i + P.T._i$$

where $T.T._i$ Material handling time; $Q.T._i$ Queue Time; $P.T._i$ Process Time.

As well know from the theory of production planning and management the Queue Time is strictly related to shop orders scheduling and doesn’t depend by plant lay-out organization. The Process Time expresses the time required by machines to perform working operations and it is not affected by machines positions. At last the material handling time depends by plant lay-out organization.
Because the dependence between lay-out organization and material handling time we can assert the same dependence for shop order flow time. Considering the high importance of flow time minimization (work in process reduction and inventory reduction) the authors conducted several analyses for testing the optimized plant lay-out, found by means of genetic algorithms, monitoring the mean flow time under the effect of different market demand trend and variability. Once again the testing conditions are reported as follows:

- high market demand (with high variability);
- high market demand (with low variability);
- low market demand (with high variability);
- low market demand (with low variability).

The system behavior (considering the new plant lay-out) in correspondence of high market demand shows remarkable reduction of mean flow time. The average gain (mean flow time reduction) is 14.35 hours and 86/100 simulation runs are characterized by flow time reduction. On the contrary the mean flow time augmentation is 7.96 hours and only 14/100 simulation runs show flow time augmentation. Figure 12 reports the mean flow time reduction (green) and augmentation (red) in correspondence of each simulation run. The high data dispersion is due to the high market demand variability.

Better results have been obtained considering high production volumes and low variability. No mean flow time augmentation has been found executing 100 simulation runs. The mean flow time reduction is approximately 14.74 hours. As in the previous case the figure 13 shows the flow time histogram reporting for each simulation run the flow time reduction. The low market demand variability allows a better material handling above all in terms of better material handling systems utilization level.

Even tough the variability effect reduces the plant lay-out efficiency (from 100% optimized simulation runs to 84% optimized simulation runs), for sure, we can stress, for the case of high market demand, the validity of the proposed solution.

Let’s see now what happens to mean flow time in correspondence of low market demand. The simulation results show an analogous system behavior. The mean flow time reduction is approximately 3.21 hours obtained in correspondence of 81 simulation runs. On the contrary the mean flow time augmentation is 1.45 hours in the remaining 19 simulation runs. Also in this case the high variability has a negative impact on material handling system utilization (see the flow time histogram reported in figure 14).

The last case (low market demand, low variability) confirms the potentials of the proposed plant lay-out solution. The mean flow time reduction is approximately 3.50 hours and no mean flow time augmentation has been detected in 100 simulation runs. The positive effect of low market demand variability on material handling systems is still confirmed (see fig. 15).

At last it’s important to stress both material handling costs and flow time analyses show that the based GAs plant lay-out solution assures optimal results in terms of material handling utilization, work in process and inventory levels.
8. CONCLUSIONS

The authors focus on problems concerning materials flow and lay-out optimization in a manufacturing system working in the field of wood frames manufacturing.

An initial analysis of the system has been made designing and providing new production documents aiming to data collection and manufacturing process monitoring.

The collected data together with a hypothesis of departments’ subdivision have been used to obtain the flow charts of all product families in order to evaluate a plant lay-out initial solution by means of traditional traffic intensity methodology.

The initial solution didn’t take into consideration many real aspects such as, for instance, variability in demand market, stochastic process and set-up times. For these reasons the authors decided to construct a simulation model interfaced with genetic algorithms (opportunistically modified to by-pass the restrictive assumptions characterizing the GA based object provided by the simulation package).

The VV&A phase has been conducted by means of Mean Square pure Error analysis, Face Validation and organizing several and different meetings with the system’s experts.

The simulation model has been used to compare the optimized plant lay-out configuration (obtained using GAs) with the initial one (obtained with the traffic intensity methodology) observing system behavior under the effect of different demands market and variability levels. The results of the material handling costs analysis have shown remarkable costs decrement for the optimal solution. Further analyses regarding the mean shop order flow time have been conducted also to monitor and keep under control work in process and in process inventory levels. The proposed plant lay-out solution allows remarkable mean flow time reduction for each operating conditions (market demand and variability levels).

Finally, it’s important to stress the validity of the proposed approach. In fact, in this particular case, the simulation model has been used for plant lay-out optimization but it can be used again for short period production planning analyses such as scheduling problems [1] or for inventory management optimization.
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